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Abstract 33 

 34 

High-grade serous tubo-ovarian carcinoma (HGSC) is a major cause of cancer-related 35 

death. Treatment is not uniform with some patients undergoing primary debulking 36 

surgery followed by chemotherapy (PDS) and others being treated directly with 37 

chemotherapy and only having surgery after 3-4 cycles (NACT). Which strategy is 38 

optimal remains controversial. We developed a mathematical framework that simulates 39 

hierarchical or stochastic models of tumor initiation and reproduces clinical course of 40 

HGSC. After estimating parameter values, we infer that most patients harbor chemo-41 

resistant HGSC cells at diagnosis, and that if the tumor burden is not too large and 42 

complete debulking can be achieved, PDS is superior to NACT due to better depletion of 43 

resistant cells. We further predict that earlier diagnosis of primary HGSC, followed by 44 

complete debulking, could improve survival, but its benefit in relapsed patients is likely 45 

to be limited. These predictions are supported by primary clinical data from multiple 46 

cohorts. Our results have clear implications for these key issues in HGSC management. 47 

 48 

  49 
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Significance Statement 50 

 51 

The optimal timing of surgery / chemotherapy and the benefits of earlier diagnosis of 52 

HGSC remain controversial. We developed a mathematical framework of tumor 53 

dynamics, populated the model with primary clinical data, and reliably recapitulated 54 

clinical observations. Our model predicts that: (1) PDS is superior to NACT with 55 

relatively small tumor burden and when complete debulking is feasible; (2) timely 56 

adjuvant chemotherapy is critical for the outcome of PDS with <1 mm residual tumors; 57 

(3) earlier detection of relapse is unlikely beneficial with current therapies; (4) earlier 58 

detection of primary HGSC could have substantial benefit. These results provide insights 59 

into the evolutionary dynamics of HGSC, argue for new clinical trials to optimize 60 

therapy, and are potentially applicable to other tumor types.  61 
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Introduction 62 

 63 

Ovarian cancer is the 8
th

 most common cancer and cancer death in women worldwide
1
. 64 

High-grade serous tubo-ovarian cancer (HGSC) constitutes ~70% of all ovarian 65 

malignancies and has the worst prognosis
2
. Current treatment of most patients with 66 

HGSC consists of cytoreductive surgery and combination chemotherapy with platinum-67 

containing DNA-crosslinking drugs and taxane-based microtubule-stabilizing agents
2
. 68 

Although treatment significantly improves survival, most women relapse with 69 

chemotherapy-refractory disease and eventually succumb
3
. Multiple mechanisms of 70 

chemo-resistance have been documented
4,5

, including reduced intracellular drug 71 

accumulation
6
, detoxification by increased levels of glutathione

7
, altered DNA damage 72 

repair
8,9

, dysfunctional apoptotic pathways
10,11

, and hyper-activation of various cell 73 

signaling pathways
12–14

. These mechanistic studies are consistent with recent genomic 74 

analyses that reveal marked clonal evolution of HGSC during therapy
15

. Other evidence, 75 

however, supports a hierarchical organization of HGSC, featuring intrinsically chemo-76 

resistant “cancer stem cells” (CSC) that can escape initial treatment and seed 77 

recurrence
16–18

. 78 

Although there is uniform agreement that HGSC patients should receive surgery 79 

and chemotherapy, the optimal order and timing of these modalities remain controversial. 80 

Two main options exist: primary debulking surgery with adjuvant chemotherapy (PDS), 81 

or neo-adjuvant chemotherapy, followed by interval debulking surgery (NACT)
19–24

. In 82 

either case, the surgical standard of care is to seek maximal cytoreduction, with the 83 

objective being to leave no visible residual disease. However, the precise definition of 84 
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such “optimal debulking” can vary among different centers, surgeons, and 85 

reports
19,21,24,25

. 86 

Several studies have found similar outcomes after PDS or NACT, including two 87 

highly influential randomized trials (EORTC and CHORUS) carried out across multiple 88 

countries
22,23,26–28

. In both trials, however, the question of potential bias in patient 89 

recruitment has been raised, favoring potentially those with more extensive disease, who 90 

are less likely benefit from “upfront” surgery
23,28

. Consistent with this interpretation, 91 

overall survival in these trials was significantly shorter than that seen in other HGSC 92 

cohorts
19,24,29,30

. Closer examination of these reports reveals additional factors that might 93 

have influenced their conclusions. The EORTC study had inconsistencies in optimal 94 

debulking rates between participating centers, with the PDS-associated complete 95 

debulking data highly influenced by the results from a single institution
23

. The CHORUS 96 

study involved 76 clinical sites, and there were substantial differences in surgery 97 

execution and chemotherapy drug selection/dosage between them
28

. 98 

At Princess Margaret Cancer Center, retrospective data showed that PDS patients 99 

with no visible disease post-resection survived substantially longer (7-year survival 100 

>60%) than those receiving NACT (7-year survival ~10%). Furthermore, although 101 

residual tumor post-resection is a critical determinant of survival, its influence on the 102 

PDS group was far more dramatic than on NACT group
24

. Of course, this report suffers 103 

from deficiencies common to all retrospective analyses, including lack of randomization 104 

to account for tumor burden at diagnosis and other factors; indeed, the NACT group in 105 

this study did have more extensive disease. 106 
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 Another controversy in HGSC management focuses on the potential benefit of 107 

earlier diagnosis. Earlier diagnosis of primary HGSC is generally assumed to enhance 108 

patient survival and quality of life
3
. Intuitively, one might predict that the same reasoning 109 

would apply to recurrent disease; however, survival is similar in relapsed patients treated 110 

earlier, based on increasing serum CA125 levels, than in those treated only when physical 111 

symptoms of recurrence appear
31

. Conceivably, the lead time between CA125 rise and 112 

clinical recurrence is too short for earlier chemotherapy to be beneficial; if so, then 113 

patient survival might be extended by more sensitive methods, such as testing for 114 

circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA)
32,33

. 115 

 To address these issues, we developed a mathematical framework that models the 116 

dynamics of HGSC progression, response to surgery and chemotherapy, and recurrence. 117 

Our results, generated over a wide range of parameters and accounting for hierarchical 118 

and stochastic models of tumor initiation, argue that PDS is superior to NACT when 119 

complete debulking is feasible and suggest that with currently available therapies, the 120 

benefits of earlier detection are intrinsically restricted to primary HGSC. 121 

 122 

 123 

 124 

  125 
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Results 126 

 127 

Clinical Cohorts 128 

To train and evaluate our model, we used two independent cohorts, comprising a 129 

total of 285 FIGO Stage IIIC-IV HGSC patients (Table 1 and SI Appendix Fig. S1). The 130 

first dataset contains information on 148 patients who were treated by PDS or NACT at 131 

University Health Network (UHN) between March 2003 and November 2011
24

. In this 132 

cohort, “complete debulking” (no visible disease, operationally defined here as <1 mm 133 

residual tumor) was achieved in 97 patients, whereas 51 patients had 1-10 mm of residual 134 

tumor. Among the 97 patients with complete debulking, 40 received upfront surgery, 135 

followed by 6 cycles of platinum and taxane-based chemotherapy (hereafter, “PDS <1 136 

mm”), whereas the other 57 patients were treated with upfront chemotherapy, followed 137 

by interval surgery after the first 3-4 cycles (hereafter, “NACT <1 mm”). For each 138 

patient, descriptions of tumor size post-surgery and serum CA125 levels over the course 139 

of treatment were recorded (Fig. 1a). As reported previously
24

, overall survival was much 140 

better for patients in the PDS <1 mm group (Fig. 1b). However, patients in the NACT <1 141 

mm group tended to have greater tumor burden at diagnosis
24

, confounding direct 142 

comparison of the survival curves. Data from these patients (termed “Training Set” 143 

below) were used to train the parameters in our computational model. 144 

The other 51 patients in the UHN dataset underwent debulking but were left with 145 

residual tumor of 1-10 mm in diameter. Lack of complete gross debulking usually was 146 

due to tumor location. As reported previously
24

, there was a significant negative 147 

association between residual tumor size and patient survival in patients who had 148 
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undergone PDS (Fig. 1c), but no association was found in the NACT group (Fig. 1d). 149 

Similar trends have been observed in several other studies investigating the association 150 

between patient survival and residual tumor size
19,20,34

. Independent of the <1 mm cohort, 151 

we used this 1-10 mm cohort (“Validation Set 1”, below) in initial tests of the validity of 152 

our computational model (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). 153 

 The second dataset, which is independent of the UHN cohort, contains 154 

information on 137 patients diagnosed from October 2001 to June 2005 and enrolled in 155 

the CAN-CCTG-OV16 trial (hereafter, “CCTG cohort”). These patients all received 156 

upfront surgery, followed by 8 cycles of carboplatin/paclitaxel chemotherapy. The 157 

median delay for chemotherapy after surgery was 0.8 month (compared with 1 month at 158 

UHN). In 20 patients, debulking to <1 mm residual tumor was achieved, 36 patients had 159 

1-10 mm residual tumor, and 81 patients had residual tumor diameter >10 mm. Data from 160 

the CCTG cohort was used to further evaluate the validity of our computational model 161 

(SI Appendix, Fig. S1). 162 

 163 

Model Overview 164 

We developed a mathematical model of cancer initiation and evolution to 165 

investigate the dynamics of HGSC growth, the onset of chemo-resistance, and the effects 166 

of various treatment strategies on patient survival (Fig. 1e and detailed in the SI 167 

Appendix Methods section). Our initial framework was based on work by the Michor 168 

laboratory
35,36

 and considers exponential expansion of HGSC cells starting from a single 169 

cancer cell that has all  of the genetic alterations needed for proliferation and metastasis, 170 

but has not developed chemo-resistance. This framework assumes that during tumor 171 
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development/progression, any chemo-sensitive HGSC cell can acquire mutations and/or 172 

epigenetic alterations that enable chemo-resistance; i.e., it assumes a stochastic model of 173 

tumor initiation. However, the model can be modified to accommodate a hierarchical 174 

organization of HGSC, in which a relatively chemo-resistant CSC gives rise to chemo-175 

sensitive progeny. Importantly, the predictions/implications of the hierarchical and 176 

stochastic models are essentially the same (see below, Materials and Methods, and 177 

Supplemental Information for more details). 178 

 179 

Estimation of Parameter Values 180 

For most model parameters, a clinically relevant range of values could be deduced 181 

from clinical data or previous publications (see Methods section for detailed description 182 

of parameter value estimations). We then varied u (the probability of conversion of a 183 

chemo-sensitive cell to a chemo-resistant cell in each cell division) and  (the proportion 184 

of cancer cells outside the peritoneum and unresectable) over a wide range and computed 185 

the expected distribution of survival of patients by Monte-Carlo simulation. We 186 

compared the deviation between the Training Set data and the predictions of our model 187 

for each combination of u and , and from the region of best fit for these parameters, we 188 

inferred that 10
-9

 < u < 10
-7

 and 10
-9

 <  < 10
-5

 (Fig. 2a). Finer investigation of the fit 189 

between data and theory in this parameter region showed that u = 10
-7.6

 and  = 10
-7.4

 is 190 

the best combination of these parameters, as it minimizes the deviation between data and 191 

theory (Fig. 2b). Importantly, the trained value for u is consistent with chemo-resistant 192 

conversion rates estimated for multiple other cancers
37–40

. The trained value for  predicts 193 

that inaccessible cancer cells outside the peritoneum are less numerous than cancer cells 194 
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inside the peritoneum after first-line therapy, which comports with clinical observations 195 

that recurrent HGSC occurs predominantly inside the abdominal cavity. Using the trained 196 

parameter values, we compared the observed (Fig. 1b) and predicted (Fig. 2c) 197 

distributions of patient survival in the Training Set. Reassuringly, the model predictions 198 

closely recapitulated the clinical observations (Fig.s 2d-e). Although this combination of 199 

u and  yielded the best prediction using training set data, and big deviations from these 200 

values led to worse predictions (SI Appendix, Fig. S2a-b), adjusting their values over a 201 

smaller range did not lead to substantial decrease in prediction accuracy (SI Appendix, 202 

Fig. S2c). Therefore, in our follow-up analyses, in addition to using the base values of u 203 

= 10
-7.6

 and  = 10
-7.4

, we also tried alternative combinations to test the robustness of our 204 

model predictions. 205 

 Using our mathematical framework and these estimated rates, we then calculated 206 

the probability (as a function of tumor burden) that chemo-resistant cells are present at 207 

diagnosis (SI Appendix, Fig. S3a). Consistent with clinical and theoretical studies of 208 

other malignancies
37–39,41–45

, our model predicted that at least some chemo-resistant cells 209 

are always present at the start of therapy for HGSC. We varied the values for each model 210 

parameter over a large range to test their influence on the calculated number of resistant 211 

cells at diagnosis: within the ranges tested, this number almost always exceeds 10
3
 (Fig.s 212 

S3b-g). 213 

 214 

Model Validation 215 

To assess the accuracy of our mathematical framework and the validity of the 216 

estimated parameter values, we analyzed the model-predicted distribution of overall 217 
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survival using data from several test sets (Fig. 3). First, we predicted the survival of 218 

patients in Validation Set 1 (Fig.s 3a-b), by adjusting the value of M (the number of 219 

cancer cells left in the peritoneum after surgery), which can be approximated from the 220 

operative notes (categorized as “<1mm”, “1-10mm”, or “>10mm”). Comparison of the 221 

observed (Fig. 3a) and predicted (Fig. 3b) distributions of patient survival revealed no 222 

significant differences (Fig.s 3c-d). 223 

 The data for the above validation exercise were derived from different patients 224 

than those used for the Training Set, but both cohorts were treated over the same time 225 

period at the same institution (UHN). To more rigorously test the validity of our model, 226 

we analyzed independent patient data, derived from the CCTG cohort. As noted above, 227 

the treatment course of these patients also differed somewhat from that of the UHN 228 

patients, enabling an even better test of the general applicability of our framework. We 229 

incorporated these differences into the model and predicted the survival of patients in the 230 

CCTG trial. Again, the model predictions fit very well with clinical observations, and 231 

recapitulated the theme that PDS with minimal residual tumor results in the best outcome 232 

(Fig.s 3e-i). 233 

 234 

Predicted Outcome of PDS and NACT in Patients with Identical Tumor Burden 235 

Confident in the predictive power of our mathematical framework, we modeled 236 

the expected clinical outcome of PDS and NACT in patients with the same initial tumor 237 

burden by imposing the same distribution of M1 on both groups. Our model predicts that 238 

PDS patients should survive longer than NACT patients when controlled for residual 239 

post-surgery tumor mass. As residual tumor increases, however, the predicted survival 240 
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advantage of PDS shrinks (Fig.s 4a-b). To investigate the underlying reason(s) for these 241 

predictions, we explored the predicted dynamics of chemo-sensitive (blue) and chemo-242 

resistant (green) HGSC cells in patients undergoing treatment by PDS or NACT (Fig.s 243 

4c-d). Our model predicts that, at diagnosis, a typical HGSC patient has low numbers of 244 

chemo-resistant cells. In women who undergo PDS, debulking surgery (S in Fig. 4c) 245 

dramatically reduces the number of chemo-sensitive and chemo-resistant cancer cells, 246 

because these cells appear identical to the surgeon and therefore have an equal likelihood 247 

of removal. Depending on the (stochastic) distribution of chemo-resistant cells within the 248 

abdominal cavity of the HGSC patient, all chemo-resistant cells present at diagnosis 249 

might have been eliminated by complete debulking, with the residual chemo-resistant cell 250 

number following a Poisson distribution. Follow-up chemotherapy (C in Fig. 4c) can then 251 

reduce the remaining chemo-sensitive cells to very low numbers or even eradicate them. 252 

By contrast, with NACT, neo-adjuvant chemotherapy (C) dramatically enriches 253 

for chemo-resistant cells while killing the sensitive cells; consequently, chemo-resistant 254 

cells comprise a large proportion of total tumor cells at surgery (S). Because chemo-255 

sensitive cells are largely depleted by the neo-adjuvant chemotherapy, the amount of 256 

residual tumor visible to the surgeon is reduced substantially. Consequently, it is virtually 257 

impossible for interval debulking surgery to fully deplete the chemo-resistant cells (Fig. 258 

4d). We propose that this relative inability of NACT to deplete chemo-resistant cells 259 

explains the difference in outcome from patients treated with PDS. Importantly, this 260 

conclusion is based on intrinsic properties of the dynamics of cancer proliferation, 261 

survival, and death. 262 

 We then explored why the predicted superiority of PDS over NACT depends on 263 
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residual tumor burden post-surgery. By examining the expected distribution of chemo-264 

sensitive and -resistant cell numbers after first-line therapy, we found that PDS with <1 265 

mm residual tumor potentially can deplete all cancer cells in a significant proportion of 266 

HGSC patients (Fig. 4e). This finding can account for the considerable survival 267 

difference between PDS and NACT with <1 mm residual tumor. By contrast, with >1 268 

mm residual tumor, neither PDS nor NACT depletes all malignant cells, even though 269 

fewer tumor cells are predicted to remain after PDS (Fig. 4f). Consequently, almost all 270 

patients with >1 mm residual tumor are predicted to relapse and eventually die because of 271 

the inability of current agents to kill chemo-resistant cells. This analysis explains why 272 

PDS can be superior to NACT when complete debulking is achieved and why residual 273 

tumor mass is a key determinant of survival after PDS but not NACT (Fig.s 3a-b). Our 274 

predictions regarding PDS vs NACT are illustrated in Fig. 4g. 275 

 276 

Test the robustness and generalizability of model prediction 277 

To test the robustness of our predictions and quantitatively examine the influence 278 

of each factor on survival, we varied each parameter in our model over a large range. We 279 

identified multiple factors that influence the magnitude of the predicted difference 280 

between PDS and NACT (SI Appendix, Fig. S4). For example, faster growth of cancer 281 

cells does not necessarily imply worse survival. Specifically, although elevated growth 282 

rate of chemo-resistant cells in the absence of chemotherapy leads to worse survival, 283 

faster-growing, chemo-sensitive cells can sometimes result in better survival (Fig.s S4a-284 

d). This result can be attributed to a lower percentage of chemo-resistant cells at 285 

diagnosis when chemo-sensitive cells proliferate faster. However, if the proliferation rate 286 
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of chemo-sensitive cells is too high (e.g., when r = 3), new chemo-resistant cells might be 287 

generated between the time of surgery and adjuvant chemotherapy, resulting in worse 288 

survival (SI Appendix, Fig. S4a). We also inferred that the relative importance of chemo-289 

sensitive and chemo-resistant cells in influencing survival might differ at different stages 290 

along the clinical course. During treatment-free periods, the growth rate of chemo-291 

resistant cells could play a more dominant role in influencing patient survival (Fig.s S4a-292 

d), because they underlie ultimate treatment failure. However, during periods of 293 

chemotherapy, the growth rate (or depletion rate) of chemo-sensitive cells might play a 294 

more dominant role (Fig.s S4e-h), because the depletion rate of chemo-sensitive cells at 295 

this stage determines whether they can be completely eradicated by chemotherapy. By 296 

contrast, chemo-resistant cells likely will endure. As a result, drug choice and dose, 297 

which likely influences the efficiency of elimination of chemo-sensitive cells, is predicted 298 

to be a critical factor in treatment outcome. Some molecular subgroups of HGSC (e.g., 299 

CCNE1-amplified tumors) are highly resistant to current chemotherapy. Our model 300 

predicts that these patients would be refractory to PDS, even if complete debulking is 301 

achieved (Fig.s S4e-f, when r’ is high or d’ is low). Residual cancer cell abundance after 302 

tumor resection can dramatically influence patient survival, especially in the PDS group 303 

(SI Appendix, Fig. S4i), suggesting that primary cytoreductive surgery should aim for 304 

complete removal of cancer cells even though chemotherapy will usually follow. Tumor 305 

size at diagnosis can be a critical factor determining whether a patient can be cured (SI 306 

Appendix, Fig. S4j) and is addressed below. By contrast, varying the parameter value of 307 

tumor size at patient death did not influence the length of survival (SI Appendix, Fig. 308 

S4k). 309 
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To further test the general applicability of our model, we asked whether it could 310 

explain the similar outcome of patients treated with PDS and NACT in prospective 311 

clinical studies, such as the CHORUS trial
28

, using their patient data. Overall, patients in 312 

this study had substantially shorter survival than cohorts in most other studies. We 313 

reasoned that this might be attributable to more severe disease at diagnosis in patients in 314 

this cohort, such as higher tumor burden and/or more severe systemic metastasis. We 315 

therefore re-trained the parameters M1 and   for patients in the CHORUS study, only 316 

using the data from PDS or NACT 1-10 mm groups in this cohort. Indeed, the model 317 

predicted higher values for both parameters (median of M1 = 10
12.2

 and  = 10
-2.9

) (SI 318 

Appendix, Fig. S5a). When we then use these parameter values to predict the survival of 319 

PDS and NACT <1 mm groups, the model predicted no significant difference between 320 

the two regimens, consistent with the trend published in the original study
28

 (SI 321 

Appendix, Fig. S5b). These results indicate that the contradiction between existing 322 

retrospective studies and prospective trials might have derived from differences in 323 

disease severity at diagnosis of patients in each cohort. This analysis further supports the 324 

conclusion that disease burden information is a critical factor in choosing PDS or NACT. 325 

Importantly, our prediction is corroborated by a recent pooled analysis of the CHORUS 326 

and EORTC trials, which showed that PDS tends to outperform NACT in patients with 327 

stage IIIC but not stage IV disease
46

. 328 

We also considered two alternative scenarios: (1) that heterogeneous populations 329 

of (variably) chemo-resistant cells exist in the same patient (Fig.s S6a-c), or (2) that 330 

HGSC initiates from an intrinsically chemo-resistant “cancer stem cell”, which 331 

differentiates into chemo-sensitive “tumor progenitor cells” (Fig.s S6d-f). Either of these 332 
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assumptions results in the same conclusions as the original model. 333 

 334 

Modeling Alternative Treatment Regimens 335 

We next utilized our model to predict the effects of altering current treatment 336 

regimens on patient outcomes. For both PDS and NACT, adjuvant chemotherapy 337 

typically begins 4-5 weeks post-surgery, an interval chosen to allow patients to recover 338 

from their typically aggressive surgical treatment. The length of the post-surgical 339 

chemotherapy delay varies between centers and among physicians, but its influence on 340 

treatment outcome has not been studied carefully. We varied the length of treatment 341 

delay in our model and tested the predicted effects on patient survival. For PDS with <1 342 

mm residual tumor, earlier initiation of chemotherapy might prolong survival, whereas 343 

longer treatment delay might worsen outcome (Fig. 5a, p<0.0001). For PDS with >1 mm 344 

residual tumor or for NACT with any amount of residual tumor, treatment delay (within 345 

the same range) is predicted to have little effect on outcome (Fig.s 5b-d). These 346 

differences arise primarily because upfront surgery that results in <1 mm residual tumor, 347 

followed by chemotherapy, potentially can deplete all tumor cells when treatment delay 348 

is minimized (Fig. 5e). The probability of depletion decreases with longer delay, largely 349 

because chemo-resistant cells can arise during the gap between upfront surgery and 350 

adjuvant chemotherapy (Fig. 5e). By contrast, PDS with >1 mm residual tumor or NACT 351 

is unlikely to deplete all cancer cells (Fig.s S7a-c), irrespective of treatment delay. Our 352 

predictions on the critical nature of the interval between optimal debulking surgery and 353 

adjuvant chemotherapy are schematized in Fig. 5f. 354 

Our model predicts that neo-adjuvant chemotherapy enriches for chemo-resistant 355 
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cells and thus increases the percentage of chemo-resistant tumor cells remaining post-356 

surgery in patients treated with NACT. Conceivably, reducing the number of cycles of 357 

neo-adjuvant chemotherapy might attenuate the enrichment for chemo-resistant cells, and 358 

if the same number of residual cancer cells remain after surgery, less neo-adjuvant 359 

chemotherapy might prolong survival. Indeed, our model predicts that patients 360 

undergoing NACT with <1 mm or >1 mm residual tumor could benefit slightly from 361 

reducing the number of pre-surgery chemotherapy cycles (Fig.s S7d-e). The small 362 

predicted improvement arises primarily because of more efficient reduction of the 363 

number of chemo-resistant cells at surgery. The benefit is limited, however, because for 364 

most patients, chemo-resistant cells are still unlikely to be eradicated after their 365 

enrichment during the neo-adjuvant chemotherapy period (Fig.s S7f-g). 366 

 367 

Predicted Effects of Earlier Diagnosis on Survival 368 

We also utilized our model to evaluate the potential benefits of earlier diagnosis. 369 

We first modeled the effects of diagnosing relapsed HGSC at the earliest possible time 370 

enabled by the currently used clinical test, CA-125 detection
47

. Contrary to the intuitive 371 

notion that earlier diagnosis of recurrence should be advantageous, we find that CA-125-372 

based earlier diagnosis is not expected to improve survival (Fig.s 6a-b, red curves). We 373 

also asked if detecting recurrence earlier than is possible with CA-125 monitoring would 374 

be advantageous. Yet even with a sensitivity ~10
4
 greater than that required for physical 375 

symptoms to appear (lead time >5 months), the current upper limit of sensitivity for 376 

ctDNA-based diagnosis of ovarian cancer
33

, our model predicts no advantage in patient 377 

survival if recurrence is detected earlier (Fig.s 6a-b, green curves). 378 
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We explored the reason for this lack of survival advantage by modeling the 379 

theoretical numbers of chemo-sensitive and –resistant cells in a virtual patient whose 380 

recurrence is diagnosed with increasing levels of sensitivity (Fig. 6c). Although earlier 381 

diagnosis, followed by prompt re-institution of chemotherapy, can better deplete chemo-382 

sensitive cells, it barely affects the chemo-resistant cells that have been enriched by first-383 

line therapy, which ultimately expand and cause patient death. Therefore, earlier 384 

diagnosis is unlikely to improve survival when applied to relapsed cancers treated with 385 

standard cytotoxic chemotherapy regimens. Based on this result, we asked if treating 386 

relapsed tumors using a hypothetical drug with similar efficacy but a distinct resistance 387 

mechanism from platinum/paclitaxel would potentiate the benefit of earlier diagnosis of 388 

relapsed HGSC. Indeed, our model predicts that earlier diagnosis of relapsed cancer can 389 

be beneficial, but only with alternative second-line therapy (Fig. 6d-e). The magnitude of 390 

the advantage of earlier diagnosis of relapse primarily depends on the probability that 391 

earlier, but not later, intervention at relapse can be curative. Our predictions on the 392 

impact of earlier detection of relapsed tumor are illustrated in Fig. 6f. 393 

Finally, we used our model to explore the potential benefit of earlier detection of 394 

treatment-naïve tumors. As HGSC deposits usually get larger and/or more disseminated if 395 

left untreated, earlier upfront diagnosis would likely identify smaller, probably less 396 

disseminated, tumors, potentially increasing the chances of complete debulking. We 397 

therefore focused our comparison on the predicted effects in patients with <1 mm 398 

residual tumor. Our analysis argues that earlier diagnosis of treatment-naïve cancer, with 399 

concomitant prompt intervention, can improve patient survival compared to regular 400 

diagnosis when controlled for residual cancer cell number post-surgery (SI Appendix, Fig. 401 
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S8). For PDS with complete debulking, the predicted survival benefit can be dramatic, 402 

primarily because lower volume and less diffuse tumor at presentation can increase the 403 

likelihood of disease eradication (Fig.s S8a, S8c, and S8e). By contrast, for NACT with 404 

complete debulking, the predicted benefit is rather limited, and the difference is 405 

detectable only if lead time is sufficient (Fig.s S8b, S8d, and S8f). In that case, chemo-406 

resistant cells might not yet have arisen, and chemotherapy alone might be sufficient to 407 

eradicate disease. 408 

  409 
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Discussion 410 

  411 

Mathematical modeling has demonstrated potential in the systematic and 412 

quantitative assessment of various treatments
44,48,49

. If the outcomes of different strategies 413 

could be modeled accurately a priori, clinical trials could focus on therapeutic 414 

combinations that are most likely to succeed, and improvements in patient outcomes 415 

could be accelerated. The potential benefits of modeling are particularly important for 416 

diseases with relatively limited patient populations, in which it is not possible to do 417 

multiple clinical trials in parallel. Predictive models also can suggest when specific 418 

clinical controversies merit re-examination in the controlled trial setting. Our 419 

mathematical model of HGSC defines factors that affect the evolution of chemotherapy 420 

resistance and can predict patient survival based on the growth dynamics of chemo-421 

sensitive and –resistant cells, whether stochastic or hierarchical models of tumor 422 

initiation are assumed. Our results have important implications for HGSC therapy and 423 

screening. 424 

We populated our model with clinical data from ~300 patients receiving PDS or 425 

NACT. After estimating the rates of tumor cell proliferation and conversion to chemo-426 

resistance, we concluded that most HGSC patients probably harbor chemo-resistant 427 

cancer cells at diagnosis. Our outcome predictions closely match patient data from 428 

multiple sources and support clinical observations that: (1) PDS that leaves minimal 429 

residual tumor is the optimal treatment strategy for patients who can tolerate the surgery 430 

and who do not have overwhelming or inaccessible disease burden at presentation; (2) 431 

residual tumor size is a critical determinant of survival in patients undergoing PDS, but 432 
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not NACT; (3) earlier diagnosis of relapsed cancer does not – and cannot – lead to better 433 

survival with current therapies; and (4) earlier diagnosis of primary (treatment-naïve) 434 

HGSC could dramatically improve outcomes from this devastating disease, if PDS with 435 

complete debulking is feasible. 436 

Our model shows clearly that, for HGSC patients whose tumor burden at 437 

diagnosis is not too severe, PDS with complete debulking should lead to a better outcome 438 

than NACT with complete debulking. We infer that the reason for the superior predicted 439 

outcome of PDS is that upfront surgery can deplete minority chemo-resistant cells more 440 

effectively, leaving adjuvant chemotherapy to eradicate residual chemo-sensitive cells. If 441 

debulking surgery removes all chemo-resistant cells, the PDS regimen can be curative. 442 

By contrast, cure is unlikely after NACT for at least two reasons. First, neo-adjuvant 443 

chemotherapy enriches for, and allows the continued expansion of, chemo-resistant cells. 444 

Second, by depleting bulk chemo-sensitive cells, chemotherapy removes tumor mass that 445 

can mark the location of chemo-resistant cells interspersed in metastatic deposits. We 446 

suggest that removing these “sentinel” chemo-sensitive cells renders interval surgery less 447 

effective than upfront surgery in depleting chemo-resistant cells, which are the cells that 448 

eventually cause death. At present, the most feasible way to achieve this goal is by 449 

surgically removing such cells, which is much more likely with the PDS regime. Of 450 

course, the development of drugs that can target these resistant cells should alter these 451 

conclusions
17,22,50

. 452 

Previous clinical studies differed over whether PDS or NACT is superior. A 453 

retrospective analysis of patients treated between 1980 and 1997 found no difference in 454 

outcome between PDS and NACT
26

. By contrast, several meta-analyses indicated that 455 
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NACT is associated with worse prognosis
21,51

. This controversy occasioned two large, 456 

controlled clinical trials to compare PDS and NACT
23,28

, which found no significant 457 

difference in patient survival between PDS and NACT. A major reason for these 458 

contradictions can be attributed to differences in study design and patient selection. Our 459 

model shows how these contradictions can be reconciled. For the retrospective studies, 460 

where patients underwent less pre-selection and thus are more likely to represent the bulk 461 

population, our model predicts that PDS should be superior to NACT with complete 462 

debulking. In the prospective studies, only patients with “extensive” HGSC were 463 

recruited, which might explain the notably worse outcome of patients in this study, 464 

especially in PDS <1 mm group, compared with multiple other reports
19,20,24,52

. Our 465 

computational model predicts that elevated upfront tumor burden should lead to worse 466 

overall survival and obscure the difference in outcome between PDS and NACT, even 467 

when complete debulking is performed (SI Appendix, Fig. S4j, Fig. S5). In particular, 468 

differences in the magnitude of  the “inaccessible proportion”, alone might contribute to 469 

the lack of difference between PDS and NACT in these trials. This prediction is 470 

corroborated by a recent pooled analysis of the EORTC and CHORUS trials
46

.  Our 471 

results also imply that knowing the feasibility of complete debulking before surgery 472 

could assist in choosing PDS vs NACT for treatment. Indeed, several studies reported 473 

that laparoscopy can be used for this purpose
53–55

. 474 

An earlier mathematical modeling study, based on a Gompertzian growth model, 475 

argued that NACT should be superior to PDS
56

. However, that study did not account for 476 

the different dynamics of chemo-sensitive and –resistant cells and assumed equal 477 

efficiency of surgical depletion of large and small tumors, which ignores the intrinsic 478 
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limitations of surgery. Such assumptions can lead to serious errors in modeling HGSC. 479 

For example, although aggressive surgery might reduce a tumor containing >10
11

 cells to 480 

a mass of <10
7
 cells, a tumor containing <10

6
 cells is unlikely to be visible during 481 

surgery, making it highly unlikely that such a tumor can be surgically reduced to <10
2
 482 

cells. 483 

A study of the optimal order of surgery and chemotherapy in pancreatic cancer 484 

concluded that neo-adjuvant chemotherapy should be superior to upfront surgery
36

. 485 

However, the biology and chemo-responsiveness of pancreatic cancer and HGSC differ 486 

substantially: whereas HGSC is usually quite chemo-responsive, pancreatic cancer is 487 

notoriously chemo-resistant. The differential influence on tumor visibility following 488 

chemotherapy likely underlies the different predictions in the two diseases. Nevertheless, 489 

the difference between our conclusions and those of Haeno et al. argue for caution in 490 

extrapolating their conclusions to other types of cancer. 491 

Some treatment considerations are beyond the scope of computational modeling. 492 

For example, in many patients (e.g., the infirm), NACT is preferred simply because of the 493 

potential risks of this large operation, which include bowel perforation, uncontrolled 494 

bleeding and/or the stresses of prolonged surgery/anesthesia. In such scenarios, treatment 495 

choice depends primarily on technical feasibility. Another limitation of our model is that 496 

we do not simulate potential effects of the tumor microenvironment (TME), including 497 

infiltrating immune cells. Recent studies from our group and by others suggest that the 498 

immune microenvironment of HGSC, shaped by tumor-initiating mutations, has a major 499 

influence on HGSC biology
57,58

. The paucity of data on immune landscape 500 

characterization in clinical samples and our limited understanding of the tumor-501 
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infiltrating immune cells at present preclude accurate simulation of such effects. With the 502 

increasing availability of clinical data and better mechanistic understanding of cancer-503 

immune interaction, TME effects could be integrated into our model in the future. 504 

Our model also enables quantitative analysis of the dependence of treatment 505 

outcome on various factors under different scenarios, providing a powerful tool to assist 506 

clinical decision-making. For example, we found that the advantage of PDS over NACT 507 

diminishes with larger residual tumor post-surgery, more extensive metastases at 508 

unresectable locations, and/or a higher percentage of chemo-resistant cells at diagnosis 509 

(Fig.s 3a-b, and S4a-c). These features might help explain the similar overall survival 510 

between PDS and NACT groups in studies involving patients with more extensive 511 

upfront disease or less complete surgical removal
23,26

. Our analysis argues that for PDS 512 

patients with <1 mm residual tumor, adjuvant chemotherapy should start as early as 513 

possible to provide the best chance of curative outcome; indeed, we predict that 514 

differences of even a few weeks might dramatically alter the chance for curative 515 

outcome. Conversely, if complete debulking is not achieved at primary surgery, delaying 516 

chemotherapy is less likely to affect survival. These predictions are consistent with the 517 

results of a meta-analysis of clinical studies
59

, which found that each extra week of delay 518 

was associated with a significantly decreased overall survival in patients with PDS <1 519 

mm residual tumor, but not in patients with visible residual disease. We also predict that 520 

reducing the number of cycles of neo-adjuvant chemotherapy might result in slightly 521 

improved overall survival for NACT patients, a prediction that is consistent with a meta-522 

analysis
51

 and a very recent clinical study
60

. Recent work suggests that NACT alters the 523 

immune cells in the tumor to a more anti-tumor state and might prime the tumor to 524 
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respond better to immunotherapy
61

. Therefore, we speculate that fewer cycles of neo-525 

adjuvant chemo might enrich for chemo-resistant cells to a more limited extent, while 526 

also activating the immune response. 527 

A final prediction of our model is that earlier diagnosis should have quite 528 

different impact on relapsed versus treatment-naïve patients. For the former, earlier 529 

diagnosis is unlikely to improve overall survival, primarily because earlier treatment of 530 

recurrent tumors with existing agents cannot deplete chemo-resistant cells that have been 531 

enriched over the clinical course. This prediction matches very well with earlier clinical 532 

observations
31

. Two scenarios might alter this conclusion: (1) if effective chemotherapy 533 

with a resistance profile orthogonal to platinum/taxane-based therapy were to become 534 

available at relapse; or (2) if effective debulking could be achieved at relapse. Effective 535 

drugs against HGSC remain a major clinical limitation
62,63

. PARP inhibitors, which are 536 

used as maintenance therapy following platinum-taxane therapy and especially effective 537 

in patients with homologous recombination deficiency
64

, could serve as such alternative 538 

agents for relapsed cancer. If they have different resistance mechanisms from first-line 539 

therapy, our findings suggest employing such alternative agents as early as possible upon 540 

tumor relapse. Furthermore, the use of such alternative agents at relapse can be beneficial 541 

compared with re-using the first-line drugs, even in the absence of earlier diagnosis (Fig. 542 

6e vs Fig. 6b). Similar proposals on combining drugs with orthogonal resistance profiles 543 

have been raised by others
37,65

. Surgery is not typically performed on recurrent HGSC, 544 

and its efficacy could be limited by the proportion of cancer cells at unresectable 545 

locations at disease relapse. Nevertheless, our model calls for re-evaluation of feasibility 546 

and potential efficacy of secondary surgery for the benefit of earlier diagnosis. Consistent 547 
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with our analysis, retrospective studies
66,67

 and a recent prospective trial
68

 indicate that 548 

secondary surgery achieving complete debulking can be beneficial for HGSC patients 549 

with platinum-sensitive tumors. 550 

By contrast, our model predicts that earlier diagnosis of treatment-naïve cancer 551 

could improve overall survival for at least two reasons: (1) chemo-resistant cells are 552 

usually not enriched prior to treatment and earlier intervention can reduce the likelihood 553 

that significant numbers of these cells will arise; and (2) earlier upfront surgery has a 554 

better chance of removing all chemo-resistant cells, assuming that tumor cells have not 555 

diffused throughout the peritoneal cavity or seeded unresectable locations. This trend is 556 

consistent with a recent clinical trial testing the benefit of earlier upfront diagnosis of 557 

HGSC. Although screening did not identify ovarian cancer at an earlier stage, women 558 

who were screened annually for serum CA125 levels had reduced mortality from ovarian 559 

cancer than those with no screening
69

. In that study, the survival improvement by CA125-560 

based screening was significant but modest, and might be attributable to at least two 561 

factors: (1) the lead time of CA125-based screening is on average less than 1 year
70,71

, 562 

which is shorter than the screening interval; (2) early-diagnosed patients may receive 563 

either PDS or NACT, and our model predicts that particularly in this setting, NACT 564 

might counteract the benefit of earlier diagnosis. Two additional potential advantages of 565 

earlier diagnosis and treatment of naïve HGSC are not explicitly considered in this 566 

analysis: (1) earlier diagnosis might increase the likelihood of complete debulking; and (2) 567 

patients considered treatable only by NACT with regular diagnosis might be eligible for 568 

PDS with earlier diagnosis.  569 
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 In summary, our analyses suggest that future randomized clinical trials might 570 

consider (1) the influence of the interval between primary debulking surgery and adjuvant 571 

chemotherapy on treatment outcome, particularly for those with <1 mm residual disease, 572 

(2) the association between the number of neo-adjuvant chemotherapy cycles and 573 

treatment outcome, (3) the effects of alternative chemotherapy and/or complete 574 

secondary surgery on relapsed tumor, especially when coupled to earlier diagnosis, and 575 

(4) better ways to estimate tumor mass at presentation, and thereby refine the prediction 576 

of which patients are most likely to benefit from PDS. Our results also argue that whereas 577 

not all patients who can achieve complete cytoreduction will benefit from PDS over 578 

NACT (give the importance of, and difficulty in measuring, ), a subset of patients exist 579 

whose only chance of long-term survival or cure is the former regime. Finally, the 580 

mathematical abstraction makes our framework potentially applicable to evaluating 581 

different treatment strategies in other malignancies. 582 

  583 
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Materials and Methods 584 

 585 

Patient Information 586 

 Clinical data from 285 HGSC patients were obtained from patient records at 587 

University Health Network (148 patients) and from the Canadian Cancer Trials Group 588 

OV16 NCT00028743 trial (137 patients). Medical record information, including date of 589 

diagnosis, age of patient, timing of treatment, extent of residual disease in diameter (<1 590 

mm, 1-10 mm, or >10 mm), CA125 levels along the treatment course, and survival data 591 

(updated in 2014 for UHN data and 2010 for CCTG data) were recorded. Institutional 592 

REB approval was obtained through University Health Network and a Data Sharing 593 

Agreement was concluded with Canadian Cancer Trials Group. 594 

 595 

Variables Used in Mathematical Model 596 

 We denote the following variables for the development of mathematical 597 

modeling: r, division rate of chemo-sensitive cells in the absence of chemotherapy; d, 598 

death rate of chemo-sensitive cells in the absence of chemotherapy; a, division rate of 599 

chemo-resistant cells in the absence of chemotherapy; b, death rate of chemo-resistant 600 

cells in the absence of chemotherapy; r’, division rate of chemo-sensitive cells in the 601 

presence of chemotherapy; d’, death rate of chemo-sensitive cells in the presence of 602 

chemotherapy; a’, division rate of chemo-resistant cells in the presence of chemotherapy; 603 

b’, death rate of chemo-resistant cells in the presence of chemotherapy; M, the number of 604 

residual cancer cells in the peritoneal cavity after surgery; M1, the total number of cancer 605 

cells at diagnosis; M2, the total number of cancer cells at death; u, the probability of 606 
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conversion of a chemo-sensitive cell to a chemo-resistant cell in each cell division; ε, the 607 

proportion of cancer cells outside the peritoneum and unresectable. 608 

 609 

Estimation of Parameter Values 610 

Unless otherwise specified, clinically relevant parameter values were estimated 611 

and set as follows: 612 

In the absence of chemotherapy, the proliferation rate of chemo-sensitive cells (r) 613 

was obtained from the normal distribution with mean 2 and standard deviation 0.8, based 614 

on a clinical study interrogating the doubling time of ovarian cancer cells by BrdU 615 

labeling
72

. Another study compared cancer cell proliferation rates in platinum responders 616 

and non-responders by thymidine labeling, and found that responders had significantly 617 

higher labeling index than patients with stable or progressive disease
73

. This analysis is 618 

consistent with several other studies that also found chemo-sensitive cells with 619 

proliferation advantage in the absence of therapy
74,75

. Accordingly, we set the 620 

proliferation rate of chemo-resistant cells (a) to a normal distribution with mean 0.84 and 621 

standard deviation 0.42. Death rates (d and b) were set as 10% of proliferation rates (r 622 

and a) respectively, which is within physiologically relevant range; in any case, varying 623 

this ratio over a large range does not affect the main conclusions of this paper. 624 

During chemotherapy, the proliferation rate of chemo-sensitive cells (r’) was set 625 

to 10% of that of randomly growing cells (r); the death rate of chemo-sensitive cells (d’) 626 

was set to a normal distribution with mean 4.9 and standard deviation 1. These values 627 

were set to match the clinical observation that chemo-responsive relapse occurs on 628 

average ~11 months after 6 cycles of chemotherapy, indicating that cytotoxic reduction 629 
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of chemo-sensitive cells by 6 cycles of chemotherapy corresponds to ~11 months of 630 

proliferation. Our inference is consistent with published efficacy of chemotherapy in 631 

HGSC
25,76

. The proliferation rate of chemo-resistant cells during chemotherapy (a’) was 632 

set to the same as that during random growth (a); the death rate of chemo-resistant cells 633 

during chemotherapy (b’) was set to twice as that during randomly growing (b), or 20% 634 

of a’, to reflect a modest effect of chemotherapy on chemo-resistant cells. Conversion 635 

rate during chemotherapy (u’) was set as 10 times of that during randomly growing (u), to 636 

reflect the DNA-damaging effect of platinum-based chemotherapy. 637 

The parameters reflecting cancer cell numbers (M, M1, M2) were obtained from 638 

normal distributions in base 10 logarithmic scale. The number of residual cancer cells 639 

immediately post-surgery (M) was set to mean 6 and standard deviation 0.4 on the log 640 

scale for <1 mm residual tumor, mean of 8 on the log scale for 1-10 mm residual cancer, 641 

and mean of 10 on the log scale for >10 mm residual cancer. The number of cancer cells 642 

at diagnosis (M1) was initially set at different values in patients receiving PDS and 643 

NACT, to reflect the clinical observation that patients with NACT tend to have more 644 

extensive disease at diagnosis
24

. M1 for PDS was set at mean 11.5 and standard deviation 645 

0.4 on the log scale, and M1 for NACT was set at mean 12 and standard deviation 0.4; 646 

these values result in NACT patients starting with >3x the cancer burden in the model 647 

than those receiving PDS. Moreover, we varied the ratio of tumor burden at diagnosis in 648 

NACT vs PDS patients from 1 to 10
1.5

, and the main conclusions hold over the entire 649 

range. M2 was set to mean 13 and standard deviation 0.4 on the log scale. 650 
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We varied the values for all of the above parameters to test the robustness of our 651 

conclusions. We found that the main conclusions hold true, though the magnitude of the 652 

differences between PDS and NACT treatment outcomes may vary. 653 

 654 

Mathematical Deduction of the Expected Number of Chemo-resistant Cells at 655 

Diagnosis 656 

We deduced the expected the number of chemo-resistant cells at diagnosis based 657 

on previous studies
35,36

. We first calculated the probability that chemo-resistant cells exist 658 

at diagnosis (Pd), and then calculated the expected number of chemo-resistant cells at 659 

diagnosis (Yd). 660 

To calculate Pd, we summed the probabilities that the first successful lineage of 661 

chemo-resistant cells arises when there are 1, 2, 3, … M1-1 chemo-sensitive cells. P(x) 662 

denotes the probability that the first lineage arises when there are x chemo-sensitive cells. 663 

P(x) can be expressed as the joint probability that no successful chemo-resistant lineage 664 

arises at 1, 2, 3, … x-1 chemo-sensitive cells, and that a successful lineage arises at 665 

exactly x chemo-sensitive cells. An expected 1/(1 − 𝑑/𝑟) divisions are needed for an 666 

effective increase of 1 chemo-sensitive cell, and during these divisions an expected 667 

𝑢/(1 − 𝑑/𝑟) chemo-resistant cells are generated, among which a proportion (1 − 𝑏/𝑎) 668 

will successfully persist. Assuming that the number of surviving chemo-resistant cells 669 

generated by each division follows a Poisson distribution with mean (1 − 𝑏/𝑎)𝑢/(1 −670 

𝑑/𝑟)45
, we derive P(x): 671 

𝑃(𝑥) = 𝑒−(𝑥−1)(1−
𝑏
𝑎)𝑢/(1−

𝑑
𝑟)(1 − 𝑒−(1−

𝑏
𝑎)𝑢/(1−

𝑑
𝑟)) 
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 Thus, the probability that chemo-resistant cells exist at diagnosis, Pd, can be 672 

written as the sum of P(x): 673 

𝑃𝑑 = ∑ 𝑒−(1−
𝑏
𝑎

)(𝑥−1)𝑢 (1−
𝑑
𝑟

)⁄

𝑀1−1

𝑥=1

(1 − 𝑒−(1−
𝑏
𝑎

)𝑢 (1−
𝑑
𝑟

)⁄ ) 

 If we denote the time between the emergence of a successful chemo-resistant cell 674 

and diagnosis as x, then the expected number of chemo-resistant cells at diagnosis in the 675 

patients who have them can be expressed as: 676 

𝑌𝑑 =
1

𝑃𝑑
∑ 𝑒−(1−

𝑏
𝑎)(𝑥−1)𝑢 (1−

𝑑
𝑟)⁄

𝑀1−1

𝑥=1

(1 − 𝑒−(1−
𝑏
𝑎)𝑢 (1−

𝑑
𝑟)⁄ ) 𝑒(𝑎−𝑏)𝜏𝑥 

The amount of time x satisfies: 677 

𝑥𝑒(𝑟−𝑑)𝜏𝑥 + 𝑒(𝑎−𝑏)𝜏𝑥 = 𝑀1 

 678 

Simulation of the Dynamics of Cancer Cell Number after Diagnosis 679 

As the numbers of chemo-sensitive (denoted by X) and –resistant (denoted by Y) 680 

cells at diagnosis are expected to be large, we approximated their dynamics after 681 

diagnosis with a deterministic model, simulating the effects of random growth, 682 

chemotherapy, and surgery (cancer cell numbers before and after surgery are denoted as 683 

Xbefore, Ybefore, and Xafter, Yafter, respectively): 684 

Random growth:  {

𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑡
= (𝑟(1 − 𝑢) − 𝑑)𝑋

𝑑𝑌

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑟𝑢𝑋 + (𝑎 − 𝑏)𝑌

 685 

 Chemotherapy:  {

𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑡
= (𝑟′(1 − 𝑢′) − 𝑑′)𝑋

𝑑𝑌

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑟′𝑢′𝑋 + (𝑎′ − 𝑏′)𝑌

 686 
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 Surgery:   {
𝑋𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 =

𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒

𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒+𝑌𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒
𝑀 + 𝜀𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒

𝑌𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 =
𝑌𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒

𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒+𝑌𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒
𝑀 + 𝜀𝑌𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒

 687 

Treatment is adjudged a “failure” if the number of cancer cells post-treatment 688 

exceeds that pre-treatment. In the case of treatment failure, our model simulates random 689 

growth of cancer cells to the total number of M2, which marks patient death. 690 

 691 

Estimation of Conversion Rate u and Unresectable Proportion  692 

 For each combination of candidate values for u and , we calculated the deviation 693 

of model prediction from clinical observations as: 694 

𝐷𝑒𝑣 = √∑(𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑖−𝑡ℎ 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 − 𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑖−𝑡ℎ 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑)
2

𝑖

 

 The combination that led to lowest deviation was used for model testing and 695 

further predictions. 696 

 697 

Statistical Analyses 698 

 Comparisons of overall survival between 2 groups were performed by log-rank 699 

test. Comparisons of predicted survival between >3 groups were performed by log-rank 700 

test for trend when the order of groups is logical. Comparisons of distribution of overall 701 

survival between model predictions and clinical observations were performed by Chi-702 

square test. 703 

 704 

  705 
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Figure Legends 961 

 962 

Fig. 1. Mathematical Framework of HGSC Clinical Course 963 

(a) Representative CA125 levels during clinical course of a typical HGSC patient. 964 

Chemotherapy responsiveness decreases along the treatment course, indicating the 965 

accumulation of chemo-resistant cells. 966 

(b-d) Kaplan-Meier survival curves for patients in the UHN dataset. Panel (b) compares 967 

the survival of patients with <1 mm residual tumor after treatment by PDS or NACT. 968 

Note that patients with PDS <1 mm lived significantly longer than those with NACT <1 969 

mm (p<0.0001). Panel (c) compares the survival of patients treated by PDS with <1 mm 970 

versus 1-10 mm residual tumor. Note that patients with PDS <1 mm lived significantly 971 

longer than those with PDS 1-10 mm (p<0.0001). Panel (d) compares the survival of 972 

patients treated by NACT with <1 mm versus 1-10 mm residual tumor. Note that survival 973 

of these two groups was not significantly different (p=0.46). 974 

(e) Mathematical framework for modeling HGSC progression. The model assumes the 975 

existence of chemo-sensitive and chemo-resistant HGSC cells. During random growth, 976 

chemo-sensitive cells divide at rate r, die at rate d, and convert into chemo-resistant cells 977 

with probability u per cell division; chemo-resistant cells divide at rate a and die at rate b. 978 

During chemotherapy, chemo-sensitive cells divide at rate r’, die at rate d’, and convert 979 

into chemo-resistant cells with probability u’ per cell division; chemo-resistant cells 980 

divide at rate a’ and die at rate b’. See text and Supplementary Experimental Procedures 981 

for details. 982 

 983 
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Fig. 2. Estimation of Parameter Values and Evaluation of Model Predictions 984 

(a-b) Estimation of conversion rate (u) and inaccessible proportion () in patients treated 985 

by PDS or NACT with <1 mm residual tumor, using data from the UHN cohort (Training 986 

Set). Colors represent the degree of deviation between clinical data and the predictions of 987 

the mathematical model. Lighter colors represent region of best fit between theory and 988 

observation. Panel (b) provides a finer scale analysis of the red dashed region in panel 989 

(a). 990 

(c) Model prediction of survival of patients treated by PDS or NACT with <1 mm 991 

residual tumor. Parameter values are: u = 10
-7.6

,  = 10
-7.4

, d = r/10, b = a/10, a’ = a, b’ = 992 

a/5, u’ = 10u. Values for r, a, r’, and d’ were obtained from normal distributions. r was 993 

set with mean = 2 and s.d. = 0.8. a was set with mean = 0.84 and s.d. = 0.42. r’ was set 994 

with mean = 0.2 and s.d. = 0.08. d’ was set with mean = 4.9 and s.d. = 1. M1, M2, and M 995 

were obtained from normal distributions in the log-10 scale. log10M1 was set with mean = 996 

11.5 and s.d. = 0.4 for PDS group and mean = 12 and s.d. = 0.4 for NACT group. log10M2 997 

was set with mean = 13 and s.d. = 0.4. log10M was set with mean = 6 and s.d. = 0.4 for <1 998 

mm residual cancer. (d-e) Comparisons of predicted and observed overall survival for 999 

PDS <1 mm (d) and NACT <1 mm (e) groups. There was no significant difference 1000 

between the prediction and clinical data for (d) (p=0.20) or (e) (p=0.69). 1001 

 1002 

Fig. 3. Evaluation of Model Predictions with Data from Validation Sets 1003 

(a-b) Observed (a) and predicted (b) overall survival of patients from the UHN dataset 1004 

treated with PDS or NACT with 1-10 mm residual tumor. 1005 
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(c-d) Comparison of predicted and observed survival for the PDS (c) and NACT (d) 1-10 1006 

mm residual tumor groups. There was no significant difference between the predictions 1007 

and clinical data for either (c) (p=0.59) or (d) (p=0.21). 1008 

(e-f) Observed (e) and predicted (f) overall survival of patients in the CCTG cohort. 1009 

Patients received PDS and had <1 mm, 1-10 mm, or >10 mm residual tumor. 1010 

(g-i) Predicted and observed survival of PDS-treated patients from the CCTG study with 1011 

<1 mm (g), 1-10 mm (h), or >10 mm (i) residual tumor. There was no significant 1012 

difference between predictions and clinical data for (g) (p=0.73), (h) (p=0.40), or (i) 1013 

(p=0.42). Parameter values were the same as in Fig. 2c, except that log10M was set with 1014 

mean = 8 and s.d. = 0.4 for the 1-10 mm residual group, and mean = 10 and s.d. = 0.4 for 1015 

the >10 mm residual groups. Also, the gap between surgery and the start of chemotherapy 1016 

was 1 month for the UHN patients and 0.8 month for the CCTG patients; UHN patients 1017 

received 6 cycles of chemotherapy for first line PDS treatment, whereas CCTG patients 1018 

received 8 cycles. 1019 

 1020 

Fig. 4. Predicted Outcome of PDS and NACT Patients with Same Initial Tumor 1021 

Burden 1022 

(a-b) Predicted survival of patients undergoing PDS (black curves) or NACT (red 1023 

curves). All patients received 6 cycles of chemotherapy. Panel (a) shows the results for 1024 

<1 mm residual tumor group, and panel (b) shows the result for 1-10 mm residual tumor 1025 

group. Parameter values were as in Fig. 2c, except that log10M1 was set at the same value 1026 

for the PDS and NACT groups, with mean = 11.5 and s.d. = 0.4. 1027 
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(c-d) Simulation of representative progression dynamics for chemo-sensitive (green 1028 

curves) and chemo-resistant (blue curves) cancer cells in a patient undergoing PDS (c) or 1029 

NACT (d) treatment with optimal debulking. Treatment order is shown at the top of each 1030 

plot; “S” indicates “surgery”, and “C” indicates “chemotherapy”. 1031 

(e-f) Distribution of number of chemo-sensitive and chemo-resistant cells for the PDS 1032 

(black curves) and NACT (red curves) groups, with <1 mm (e) or 1-10 mm (f) residual 1033 

tumor. 1034 

(g) Scheme illustrating HGSC clinical course following PDS or NACT treatment. 1035 

 1036 

Fig. 5. Predicted Outcomes of Alternative Treatment Strategies 1037 

(a-d) Predicted survival of patients receiving PDS (a-b) or NACT (c-d) with different 1038 

lengths of delay between debulking surgery and adjuvant chemotherapy. Panels (a) and 1039 

(c) show expected results with <1 mm residual tumor after surgery; panels (b) and (d) 1040 

show predicted results with 1-10 mm residual tumor. 1041 

(e) Distributions of the numbers of chemo-sensitive or -resistant cells after PDS (<1 mm 1042 

residual tumor) with different intervals (colored lines) between debulking surgery and 1043 

adjuvant chemotherapy. 1044 

(f) Scheme showing predicted HGSC clinical course following PDS (<1 mm residual 1045 

tumor) with standard or delayed adjuvant chemotherapy. 1046 

 1047 

Fig. 6. Predicted Effects of Earlier Diagnosis and Treatment of Relapsed Cancer 1048 

(a-b) Predicted survival of patients with relapsed cancer detected at different degrees of 1049 

sensitivity. Predictions were stratified based on the first-line therapy performed, including 1050 
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(a) PDS or (b) NACT with <1 mm residual tumor. “Standard” (black curves) represents 1051 

diagnosis based on physical symptoms, when the number of cancer cells is comparable to 1052 

M1; “100x sensitivity” (red curves) and “10,000x sensitivity” (green curves) represent 1053 

earlier treatment of recurrent disease with the number of cancer cells at diagnosis 1% or 1054 

0.01% that of M1, respectively. 1055 

(c) Simulation of representative growth dynamics for chemo-sensitive (green curves) and 1056 

chemo-resistant (blue curves) cancer cells in a patient treated by PDS with optimal 1057 

debulking, with relapsed cancer diagnosed at different degrees of sensitivity. Earlier 1058 

treatment of relapsed cancer can more effectively deplete chemo-sensitive cells but does 1059 

not effectively change the trajectory of chemo-resistant cells, which are the ultimate 1060 

cause of patient death. Parameter values are the same as in Fig. 2c. 1061 

(d-e) Predicted survival of patients with relapsed cancer detected at different degrees of 1062 

sensitivity and treated with a different second-line chemotherapy. Predictions were 1063 

stratified based on the first-line therapy performed, including (d) PDS or (e) NACT with 1064 

<1 mm residual tumor. “Standard” (black curves) represents diagnosis based on physical 1065 

symptoms, when the number of cancer cells is comparable to M1; “100x sensitivity” (red 1066 

curves) and “10,000x sensitivity” (green curves) represent earlier treatment of recurrent 1067 

disease with the number of cancer cells at diagnosis 1% or 0.01% that of M1, 1068 

respectively. 1069 

(f) Scheme showing predicted clinical course of relapsed HGSC, with standard or earlier 1070 

diagnosis at relapse. 1071 

 1072 

 1073 
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TABLES 1075 

 1076 

Table 1. Patient Characteristics in UHN and CCTG Cohorts 1077 

  UHN Cohort CCTG Cohort 

Total number of 

patients 
 148 137 

Time of 

diagnosis* 
 

2008 JAN 

(2005 OCT – 2009 MAR) 

2003 NOV 

(2003 JAN – 2004 AUG) 

Age*  58 (50 – 66) 58 (52 – 64) 

Treatment 

regimen 
PDS 61 (41%) 137 (100%) 

 NACT 87 (59%) 0 (0%) 

FIGO Stage IIIC 124 (84%) 102 (74%) 

 IV 24 (16%) 35 (26%) 

Residual disease <1 mm 97 (66%) 20 (15%) 

 1-10 mm 51 (34%) 34 (25%) 

 >10 mm 0 (0%) 83 (60%) 

CA125 before 

treatment* 
 686 (220 – 1680) Unknown 

Overall survival*  41 (22 – not reached) 40 (26 – not reached) 

* values indicate median (range of first and third quartiles). 1078 

 1079 
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